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An approach is proposed and applied to five industries to prove how phenomenology can be valuable in 
rethinking consumer markets (Popp & Holt, 2013). The purpose of this essay is to highlight the potential 
implications that 'phenomenological thinking' brings for competitiveness and innovation (Sanders, 1982), hence 
helping managers being more innovative in their strategic marketing decisions (i.e. market creation, positioning, 
branding). Phenomenology is in fact a way of thinking − besides and before being a qualitative research 
procedure − a very practical exercise that strategic managers can master and apply in the same successful way 
as other scientists have already done in their fields of study (e.g. sociology, psychology, psychiatry, and 
anthropology). Two fundamental considerations justify this research: a lack of distinctiveness among firms due 
to high levels of competition and consumers no longer knowing what they want (i.e. no more needs). The authors 
will show how the classical mental framework generally used to study markets by practitioners appears on the 
one hand to be established and systematic in the life of a company, while on the other is no longer adequate to 
meet the needs of innovation required to survive. To the classic principles of objectivity, generality, and psycho-
sociology the authors counterpose the imaginary, eidetic-phenomenological reduction, and an existential 
perspective. From a theoretical point of view, this paper introduces a set of functioning rules applicable to 
achieve innovation in any market and useful to identify cultural practices inherent in the act of consumption. 
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1. Introduction 
Since the 1990's innovation economics has been gaining acceptance as the alternative doctrine to 
conventional economics theory: it is innovative capacity and not capital accumulation to drive economic growth 
in today's knowledge-based economy. The implication of the new perspective has been an ever greater 
emphasis by society at large towards knowledge creation, technology, entrepreneurship, and above all 
continuous innovation. In other words, effective innovation strategies have become essential for survival in any 
industry and the successful entrepreneur needs, more than ever before, to actively seek to create new consumer 
demand (Schumpeter, 1934). In recent times, however, every need seems to have been fulfilled, while the ever-
increasing difficulty and requirement to innovate stifles businesses. So how can a business continue to innovate 
in today's economic environment? What are the processes for creating innovation? These are the open 
questions that interest business managers and that have prompted the innovation literature to identify sources 
of innovation as crucial for business success (Drucker, 1985), the entrepreneurship literature to establish itself 
around the identification and pursuit of opportunities (Casson, 1982; Dimov, 2011; Shane & Venkataraman, 
2000), and the field of marketing to test new methodological approaches to conduct consumer research 
(Goulding, 2005).  
The marketing literature has guided corporate mentality theorizing different concepts like relationship 
marketing (Berry, 1995), the transition from simple services to the extreme personalization typical of mass 
customization (Tseng & Jiao, 2001), the theory of emotional branding (Rossiter & Bellman, 2012), marketing 
aesthetics (Schmitt & Simonson, 1997), and the experiential economy (Pine & Gilmore, 1998) to explain 
consumption (Holbrook & Hirschman, 1982) and − with an emphasis on the needs of customers − to redefine 
the producer-consumer paradigm. Despite the different facets of the various theories all experts and analysts 
tend to agree today on one tenet: demand is structurally weak, but consumers still want to be surprised, shocked 
by novelties, re-motivated through the unexpected, urged to experiment and to experience freedom of 
expression and cultural involvement.  
So far, theories have rarely translated into practical knowledge. Just to be clear, this is not an intrinsic fault 
of the innovation, marketing, entrepreneurship, or more broadly management literature, unless we give a similar 
accountability to philosophy which does not trigger in people a vital desire in living for wisdom, or to psychology 
which cannot guarantee the elimination of anxiety, neurosis and conflicts in life, or to economy that has not yet 
solved world poverty. However, this situation should imply a review of established mental structures, because, 
whether we realize it or not, we are all bearers of a scheme of knowledge, of concepts we use to form our 
judgments and of categories with which we interpret things. Changes in the ways management practitioners 
behave have been minimal due to deeply rooted old ways of thinking that pave an expected and almost 'natural' 
conduct. Therefore, the most important questions to be studied in order to derive practical implications for 
innovation should not relate to the finding of timeless opportunities to support entrepreneurs (Spinosa, Flores & 
Dreyfus, 1997), but rather how consumer markets (or industries) can be thought differently and how to help 
entrepreneurs create new worlds. Using Sarasvathy's words, entrepreneurs do not discover existing 
opportunities, but rather "fabricate opportunities starting with who they are, what they are, and whom they know" 
(2008, p.xiii). This is a sharp departure from the premises typical of conventional research focused on needs or 
opportunities identification. 
The phenomenological approach (Heidegger, 1927/1962; Husserl, 1913/1962; Merleau-Ponty, 1945; 
Sartre, 1939; Scheler, 1925/1980) has been widely applied to human scientific enquiries in anthropology 
(Scheler, 1962), literature (Ingarden, 1931/1973), psychiatry (Binswanger, 1955), psychology (Ashworth & 
Chung, 2006; Koffka, 1935), and sociology (Ferguson, 2006; Schutz, 1967). Also with regard to management 
studies, phenomenology has been used extensively in recent times. First introduced to organization studies 
(Sanders, 1982; Skoldberg, 1998), its influence (Holt & Sandberg, 2011) has encompassed different areas 
including identity (Gill, 2013), leadership (Chen & Meindl, 1991) and strategy (Chia & Holt, 2006). Consumer 
research has extensively applied the phenomenological approach with an emphasis on experiential consumer 
behaviour (Thompson, Locander & Pollio, 1989; Thompson, 1997). Finally entrepreneurial studies have found 
good use of phenomenology in connection with learning from failure (Cope, 2011), work-life balance (Rehman 
& Roomi, 2012), and opportunities identification and pursuit (Popp & Holt, 2013; Seymour, 2006). This article 
builds on this vast body of literature suggesting the use of phenomenology to study not demand but the offering: 
consumer market creation, positioning of a firm, and branding.  
In whichever context the phenomenological perspective found a valid application, this developed out of the 
core message summarized in the saying "to the things themselves", an invitation to break free from a reality 
that is 'known' and 'given' in favour of what is possible. When applied to markets, the concept of breaking free 
from the known allows for a departure from the typical producer-consumer relationship and the customer-needs 
paradigm in favour of a reformulation of market offerings based on the recognition that the way we think markets 
eventually creates the markets themselves (Berger & Luckmann, 1966). In the end, there should be no doubt, 
“we are animals caught in the nets of meanings that we ourselves have woven” (Geertz 1973, p.88). 
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The next section examines the foundations of traditional mental structures − objectivity, generality, and 
psycho-sociology − usually faced by managers when planning a market strategy. An identification of their 
shortcomings leads to the introduction of phenomenology, a philosophical approach that encourages the 
imaginary, eidetic reduction (i.e. concerning the 'essence' of things), and an existential perspective. Essence 
identification is to be intended in this paper as per Husserl’s lessons of 1907 (1986): the discovery of those 
qualities inherently pertaining to the searched object, its pure ‘phenomena’. We will go through the details of 
this basic phenomenological lexicon later in the essay. Next follows a description of the methods, before 
attempting to demonstrate the application of the proposed approach in various markets. Lastly the authors 
extrapolate some possible generalizations for innovation in any industry. 
 
2. Thinking Consumer Markets: the Crisis of Classic Mental Structures 
An examination of the categories supporting and underlying the classic mental maps used by strategic 
managers for their marketing strategies reveals how their perspective is still driven by a sort of ‘archaeology of 
consumption’. In other words, modern managers look at who the consumers are, their needs, what determines 
their choices, what the market offers, what spaces are open to a new product/service positioning, and lastly 
what kind of balance there is between product benefits (e.g. fat free yogurt, comfortable  cars, etc.) and 
emotional surplus (e.g. feeling healthy, sense of freedom). 
At least three meta-categories can be identified when assessing such a mental attitude: objectivity, 
generality and a psycho-sociological approach. Strategic management thinking has always revolved around 
these conceptual premises and not without reason: markets and products are in fact givens, realistic data to 
work on and at the same time the context we work in; market rules are inevitably general like McCarthy's four 
Ps (1960) or Lauterborn's four Cs (1990), for example, that have experienced such a big dissemination (Kotler, 
2012); lastly the psycho-sociological approach, the basis to understand consumers’ needs and demands, has 
deeply influenced the development of markets and managerial mental attitude in general since the 1960s 
(Alberoni, 1964; Solomon, Bamossy & Askegaard 1999), because it became soon clear that the behaviour of 
the consumer is not only based on rational and economic choices, but is also influenced by symbolic factors of 
pycho-social nature. Nonetheless, we believe it is in these consolidated mental maps that the main problems 
lie. As shown in the figure below, an objectivity perspective has represented a big limit for offer planning (i.e. a 
difficulty to come up with innovative ideas due to a look only at what is real and not also at what is possible), a 
generality perspective has been fatal for specific validity (i.e. a difficulty in obtaining brand distinctiveness due 
to poorly understood specificities for each industry), and a psycho-sociological view has reduced the potential 
of firms to engage with the market (i.e. difficulty in arousing customers with new offerings). 
Figure 1: The Three Classical Meta-Categories and Their Limitations 
 
 
2.1 Objectivity Approach 
With regard to objectivity, the product fails to stand out, showing a symbolic positioning deficit. The taste 
or origin of coffee, technical specifications in scooters, exotic or natural ingredients in soap, the active 
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component in detergents, no-rinse cleansers, long-lasting deodorants are all examples of objective differences 
in product specifications that in the long run fail to provide a product with a distinct personality. Further, targets 
are transversal to products and each product has a multiple target of consumers making it rather pointless to 
ask "what is my target?". As testified by all the big brands and products (e.g. jeans Levis, the Apple iphone, a 
pair of Nike, a Coca Cola), capable of attracting the most diverse consumers, target variety does not require 
product multiplication. It is in fact commonly known that successful products aggregate the most diverse people. 
And that is not all: besides aggregating consumers, successful products are so powerful that they end up 
generating a new target all together, a new market. Intangible factors such as brand values (e.g. reliability, 
tradition, creativity, sympathy, Italian style, German engineered, etc.) consecrate 'what is', but can cause the 
established corporate image to block innovation (“No, we can’t afford to do this, think of the name we bear, the 
company’s story, the consolidated image our customers have of us…”). The classical market segmentations – 
socio-demographics, lifestyles, customer values − put a realistic brake on innovation and on the creation of a 
market personal to the brand.  
 
2.2  Generality Approach 
Considering generality, the product fades into the generic descriptive categories (security, tradition, 
sportsmanship, pleasure, prestige, and so on) used to designate many different products. This makes targets 
contradictory because of the various behavioral attitudes that a single person can have (i.e. the same individual 
can be sophisticated in the purchase of a specific product or advanced in the use of a service, but old-fashioned 
in other situations and totally insensitive to the newest invention on the market). The intangible factors are well-
worn: there is a clear stagnation of the imaginary due to the generic evocations of consumption (e.g. beauty, 
success, Eros, etc.) that every product now seems to have 'stacked on'. The classical market segmentations 
therefore tend to standardize competition among firms in terms of their strategies and reveal a weak market fit 
for most of them. 
 
2.3  Psycho-Sociological Approach 
Finally, major companies have a deep historical knowledge of the product from a psycho-sociological 
perspective and so do consumers, who are aware of the extra value in purchasing a particular product (i.e. what 
lies beyond the mere need). Therefore, as previously stated, the product alone, with its specifications, can no 
longer be a means of differentiation. Targets become rigid or self-correlated (if you consume 'x', then you are 
'y', and if belong to the 'y' target than you should consume 'x': a very poorly productive circularity). The intangible 
factors describe why a consumer acts, but not how he 'could have acted': the range of possibilities. The classical 
market segmentations thus are representative of the usual stereotypes of demand: a demand that has become 
structurally weak, redundant in the amplification of messages already broadcasted by the companies 
themselves and artificially constructed; a demand that is too rich and symbolically polluted.  
Here are a few practical examples to better illustrate what all of this discussion means in real terms: we 
can think of the word 'sport' stacked on many products like motor vehicles, casual apparel, shoes, or even 
cosmetics. Therefore ‘sportiness’ in its generality does not attest the specific competitive potential of a certain 
industry, but only factual data (as opposed to essence) about a certain type of consumption marked by traits of 
non-commitment, freshness, perhaps a little transgression or otherwise simplicity. From this perspective many 
products can be associated with ‘sportiness’ and share the concept of, for example, 'freedom' that can be then 
further defined based on the situation: a 'young' rather than a 'functional' product in the case of a scooter, 'casual' 
as opposed to 'classic' for clothing, 'tempting' rather than 'sophisticated' in the case of a cosmetic, and so on. 
The aforesaid is true in the case of many conceptual categories employed in consumption analysis: for instance 
‘pleasure’, used over and over again for many products; ‘conviviality’, present wherever food is involved, but 
also found in the travelling, entertainment and even the automobile industries; ‘lightness’ (from yogurt to 
hotdogs!), ‘prestige’, ‘beauty’, ‘Eros’, ‘success’ and so forth. The act of consuming can no doubt include these 
sensations, and a certain degree of sportiness, pleasure, prestige, beauty etc. can transpire from many products 
but, all the more so, a company that wishes to be competitive in ever new ways needs to go beyond these 
factual data − which objectively exist in products − and pursue a competitive specificity (contrasting as much as 
possible the ineffective generality of the aforementioned attributes). An innovative firm needs to set aside the 
plain psycho-symbolic aspect of consumption that hinders novel offerings and has a tendency to suppress 
distinctiveness in the specific market. 
Managers and academics alike have been pointing out the limits of such categories since the 1980s 
(Gabriel-Lang, 1995; Weil, 1986), but in the end these are the categories that surface time and time again and 
it is honestly difficult (and sometimes risky) to operatively switch to a different way of thinking. Yet today, these 
categories are inadequate where innovation is concerned. Our intention is to ‘oppose’ imaginary to objectivity, 
eidetic-phenomenological investigation to generality, and an existential perspective to psycho-sociology. First 
of all, though, we will discuss phenomenology in its fundamental quest. 
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3. Phenomenology: To the Things Themselves! 
To condense the phenomenological discourse into a few pages is a challenging task because it cannot be 
conceived as a unitary school of thought, as it has indeed generated multiple and even conflicting 
interpretations. It fought against the naive and natural approach of knowledge − that 'dogma of common sense' 
which Merleau-Ponty (1945) referred to implying reality being taken for granted − in order to seek out the 
authenticity of experience. Phenomenology was also proposed as a rigorous science (Husserl, 1913/1983; 
Husserl, 1936/1970), but in explicit conflict with the sciences that deal with facts, as they exist in their simple 
factuality (in German, tatsächlichkeit). Even before its implications for existentialism (Sartre, 1946), 
phenomenology was the most accepted perspective committed to reformulate the meaning and authenticity of 
the human, experiential, and cognitive quest, but it was dealt with a complex logical-conceptual framework. 
More than any other perspective, phenomenology impacted last century’s philosophy finding its main 
interpreters not in the more convinced proponents of the movement itself, but rather among intellectuals who 
were debating it to derive new philosophical insights: Heidegger's ontological ideas (1927/1962), existentialism 
(Sartre, 1943; Merleau-Ponty, 1945), hermeneutics (Gadamer, 1960), deconstruction (Derrida, 1967a; Derrida, 
1967b). 
From a technical standpoint, phenomenology has always been considered the study of essences, or of the 
pure phenomena that make something 'that' particular thing. At the same time phenomenology has supported 
an existential viewpoint, a way of thinking dedicated to the real world (Merleau-Ponty, 1945), whereby knowing 
is not taking a formally detached attitude towards the world, but is "to explode towards" it (Sartre 1939, p.130). 
That is to say, first of all, that the world has sparked some interest, striking us in one way or another; and 
secondly to immediately submit the world to our own personal interests and intentions as our interpretation 
already gives it a new configuration. That is where innovation begins. 
Thanks to its detachment from all the scientific-causal explanations and against the "far-fetched 
constructions" as Heidegger (1927/1962, p.28) considered most of the philosophical tradition, phenomenology 
was proposed as a purely descriptive practice, which does not aim to classify, explain, or compress the 
experience into categories already provided by other disciplines. At the same time, however, this preliminary 
suspension of all opinions (the phenomenological epochè) leads to a redefinition of the world, to a design of 
reality based on the recognition of truth. In other words, phenomenology has been concurrently a philosophy 
based on experience that starts from human subjectivity and a philosophy that has frantically pursued the ideal 
of being based on a justifying reason, against the always lurking arbitrariness of the personal experience. 
While one could easily fear that is necessary to be a philosopher to understand the complexity of 
phenomenology, on the contrary, what this essay aims to demonstrate is the feasibility of this approach for 
managers, as it has already been the case for sociologists, epistemologists, psychologists, and psychiatrists. 
For our purposes, namely to assess how phenomenology can help in market planning, we should start from an 
expression that more than others contains the phenomenological approach in its entirety: "To the things 
themselves!", a broadly used phrase that means to grasp things for what they themselves tell us they are, for 
the way in which they manifest themselves (the Greek term phainomai, from which 'phenomenon', means just 
that: coming to light, to manifest). This radical questioning of the world, which always starts from a new 
beginning, but without needing us to go beyond what the world itself communicates to us, is full of potential 
implications. It opens up a horizon of available, but yet unknown, knowledge; it allows us to determine the 
'possible' perhaps more than any other philosophical perspective. The greatest teaching of phenomenology is 
perhaps being able to build potential worlds from a 'truth' unveiled in its essential phenomena, starting from the 
things themselves. Grasping this potential is clearly also the pragmatic mission of every manager involved in 
the study of consumer markets and their innovation. 
The initial challenge is therefore 're-learning to see the world' (Husserl, 1913/1962; Sartre, 1943) by 
"breaking" our familiarity with the world (Merleau-Ponty, 1945), by temporarily interrupting the knowledge of 
categories conveyed by other disciplinary theories and that of factual data collected through personal 
experience: only in this way can one grasp the things for what they are, in their essence. To better understand 
the practical meaning of this discourse we can use a reference that is common to everyone’s life experience: 
money and the different attitudes individuals relate with it. There are some people financially advanced who use 
the most sophisticated tools available on the market, but also people who do not use credit cards or debit cards, 
or do not even have a bank account (15 million people in Italy alone). There are those who do all their banking 
online and those who must physically go into a bank to be reassured by a clerk. There are people who save 
money, there are those who are generous with it and the spendthrifts – all very different psychological behaviors. 
Not to mention the social variables with differences between rich and poor, the wealthy and those who struggle 
to make ends meet, which determine how very differently money is perceived. Is there something all these 
people have in common, though their actual behaviors and attitudes are definitely distinct? Is there something 
that belongs, so to speak, to money itself? More specifically, is there something that constitutes an essential 
peculiarity of money and opens us all to the experience of it regardless of either the 'tribe' one belongs to, the 
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factual differences that exist in the use and perception of money, or even the meaning of money applied by 
different doctrines − namely medium of exchange (economic theory), power (the primary indicator of social 
stratification according to the sociological perspective) or even dirt associated to sayings like “the dung of the 
devil” and “pecunia non olet” (psychology of money)? Nobody denies these ‘objective meanings’ of money and 
yet the phenomenological approach seeks to uncover the essential aspects that hold them all together. 
Well then, perhaps the most obvious key feature of money and the most noticeable in everyday life is that 
it is a code of value attribution and not only the given value of an object or a service. Like language, money is 
the source of its own value (Simmel, 1907/1989; Mathieu, 1985); like language, which is code and also 
communicative transaction (De Saussure, 1916/1989), money is the a priori determined in countless economic 
transactions. It is precisely because one has an idea of value, that the value of any object can be determined. 
In Italy, those who lived the transition from the lira to the euro experienced firsthand the daily conversion of euro 
amounts into the corresponding lira values. This process went on for a long time (calculators had even been 
created for this purpose and prices were often shown in both formats) because the code in people's minds for 
understanding the value of any object was still the lira, from buying bread to purchasing a house. Even today, 
more than a decade since the introduction of the euro, some people just cannot do without this conversion, 
which is apparently unjustified, given that a currency exchange makes sense, of course, only between two active 
currencies.  
To seek out the essence of money is to comprehend the functioning rules of the phenomenon itself. This 
means becoming aware of a true aspect of the money experience, that is to say, available to everyone. “Going 
back to the things themselves” unveils what we yet do not know, but is there and is pushing to be recognized 
since we literally live it. This process allows to recognize the presence in everyday life of what is possible, hence 
applying the phenomenological approach to the macro-system of economic transactions opens up a world of 
potential innovation. If a bank for example was to plan new services, wouldn’t it first need to know what money 
is in its essence? We will continue this discussion in the case studies, following the methods section. 
 
4. Methodology 
There is no standard phenomenological methodology (Gill 2014), although a differentiation has been made 
between more descriptive (Husserl) or interpretive (Heidegger) approaches. Phenomenology is however 
unquestionably linked to Husserl. Heidegger himself identified the phenomenological approach as exclusively 
belonging to Husserl (Heidegger, 1997). In the contemporary applications of the phenomenological method for 
scientific analyses a number of interesting approaches have been suggested for business studies (Benner, 
1985; Giorgi, 1997; Sanders, 1982; Smith, 1996; van Manen 1984). This paper recognizes the value of those 
insights without however committing to any one in particular. 
The phenomenological method is here applied to five industries: motorcycles, opticals, audio instruments, 
packaged food, and banking. The researchers worked as consultants for five major clients operating one in 
each industry. They started by collecting verbal data using a mixed process which involved broad open-ended 
interviews with company directors and managers at different levels of the organizations as well as focus groups. 
An average of 10 individuals were interviewed in each of the five contexts. Purposive sampling (Greening, 
Barringer & Macy, 1996) was used to create rich cases for in depth study. Apart from these techniques, common 
to case study research in general (Yin 1994), the researchers were also in a position − thanks to their 
professional role inside of the organizations − to recursively gather and cross analyze data derived from strategic 
and marketing plans, products/services offering, benchmarking exercises, communication strategies, and 
detailed reports of the competitive markets under investigation. In other words, each market was studied in a 
comprehensive fashion and provided a twofold understanding: the subjective view accordingly to the 
organization and an objective perspective provided by how the industry behaved overall. Combined, these two 
perspectives gave the researcher a good knowledge of each field of research.  
The next step involved the identification of ‘imaginary worlds’ (the expressions "imaginary world", "the idea 
of…", "universe of meanings" are used interchangeably in this essay to convey the concept of a system of 
multiple symbolic meanings) linked to each industry. Every industry competes in fact in an imaginary world, 
specifically inherent to the industry itself: in the studied cases, for example, we investigated the imaginary of 
movement for scooters, the idea of figure for opticals, music for audio instruments, cuisine for packed food, and 
money for banking. These imaginary worlds were identified through intuition as well as strategies such as 
dedicated phenomenological sessions (i.e. group discussions comprising two to four individuals). 
 The phenomenological analysis of such imaginary worlds led to the identification of those qualities 
inherently pertaining to the searched idea, its pure ‘phenomena’ (or essences, eidos, symbolic meanings, 
symbolic figures, conceptual figures − these words can all be considered synonyms). It is important to recognize 
that every imaginary world is variegated inside, and offers us a rich diversification of pure phenomena (there is 
no single way to conceive movement, music, money, etc.). The search process for such phenomena involved 
the use of multiple (literary, artistic, philosophic, historic/disciplinary) sources from within the cultural tradition, 
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including also the cultural factories of our time (cinema, web, advertising, etc.). The use and relevance of such 
sources varied depending on the industry under scrutiny as well as its imaginary world.  
In the process of phenomenologically rebuilding the industries, that is in their ‘meaning units’ (detailed 
thematic descriptions in everyday language of what it felt like to listen to music, cooking a dish, etc.) and not in 
the experiences associated with the consumption of music or food, a phenomenological map of each industrial 
sector was created with the aid of variables such as characteristics of the dominant product, user engagement, 
etc. The purpose of these maps was to explicate the imaginary worlds in which the industries actually competed 
by exploring and justifying the multiplicity of the various phenomena. In other words, this step consisted in the 
transition from describing an imaginary world to recognizing it in its existential form: for example, it meant to see 
money (the idea) as code (the essence) in our daily lives, from how customers behave to how banks advertise 
themselves and come up with new services. 
The phenomenological map on an industry helps to diagnose it in terms of where the major brands 
compete, how the products are diversified, the positioning of a firm, etc. In light of such analysis, it is then 
possible to identify market gaps, better engage people, and therefore innovate. As for the cases presented in 
this paper, some of the results obtained from the analysis of each map where then empirically tested in real 
practice by launching new products (music), redesigning old ones (scooters), transforming brands (food), and 
changing distribution strategies (opticals).  
 
5. Building the Possible: Innovation Through Phenomenology 
The first of the five cases provided has its place in the world of scooters, already mentioned earlier. The 
fundamental distinction in bikes has historically been between road vs. sport-oriented, but where can one place 
the legendary 'Vespa', object of international admiration, immortalized in unforgettable movies, and housed in 
museums? Its transformation in 1996, on its 50th anniversary, due to being inevitably marked by time, required 
suspending the observation of scooters to focus on the notion that is intuitively associated with these vehicles: 
the idea of movement. As per Sartre (1943), it was necessary to forget the given reality in order to rediscover 
the objectivity of the phenomenon. 
Starting from the idea (imaginary experience) of movement, the researchers were able to accentuate the 
many symbolic places crossable by man. Not just 'on the road' or 'off-road', but a man who can devour ground, 
hover in the air, explore the world and conquer the road (scooters are widely used in cities worldwide to break 
free from traffic). These symbolic places are not real, but rather full of meanings; they are the result of a long 
cultural process in which man has gradually diversified his movements through physical space, conquering 
many different environments. An exploration of these concepts led to the denomination of four symbolic-
phenomenological figures for brand strategies: Centaur, Peter Pan, Commander and Mechanical Biped. These 
figures are not to be confused with products or objective targets because (as internal tests revealed) they may 
all be shared by the same scooter rider and at the same time can aggregate all motorcyclists, indeed all movers.  
Figure 2: Phenomenology of Movers: Clusters Derived From the Ideal of Movement  
 
The chart above is a summary of the conceptualization study conducted at Vespa. In the case of Centaur 
for example, the idea of movement related to devouring the earth; technics (i.e. methods of operation) was to 
be inspired by animal nature to conquer a physical space: muscles of the rider with the skeleton of a machine; 
an aesthetic of accentuation, paroxysmal or otherwise essential lines was conceived; bold colours that marked 
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the mechanics of the vehicle were favoured; a driving style that was to be instinctual and primary − in contact 
with nature − was anticipated. 
At the end of this conceptualization process, that resulted in changes for planning (how to make a new 
product), organizational structure (how to reorganize the marketing department) and strategic knowledge 
(diagnosis and conceptualization of markets, as well as articulation and differentiation of corporate brands), the 
Vespa was transformed from its historical, but rather “worn out” position (the "Commander" a sort of Italian 
Harley-Davidson) to a phenomenologically symbolic Peter Pan zone (Figure_3). A world of freedom was the 
key message: the pure act of driving without the strength and power often associated with technical aspects of 
a bike; a world also marked by an aesthetic of lightness as opposed to the accentuation or specialisation shown 
by other scooters. The new Vespa was to be original and anti-conventional by definition, revolving around 
imagination and the roundness of its shape, new colours and lighter materials, a clean design without the sharp 
and hard features of the usual motorcycle. These are the changes that brought an old product to colonize once 
again its market.  
Figure 3: Visual Representation of the Vespa in 1995 vs. 1996 
 
Phenomenological analysis is intrinsically linked to each market, hence the imaginary worlds and the 
essences that can be identified are always different. The optical market, for instance, benefited from an 
exploration of the idea of figure, since glasses are an important and perhaps the main shaping component on a 
face. Figure is line, the plain outline of an object, as in a silhouette; it is form, a functional and structural 
representation of various parts; it is visual mass, the emerging figure in a background, almost like a smudge; it 
is icon if we consider the great personalities of our time. Respectively, glasses may be designed as a profile 
(linearity, balance, contour) to draw out the eye; as a frame (texture, depth) to impose a look; as an imprint 
(flexibility, dynamism, freedom of shapes) to enhance the face; and as a mask (disguise, excess) to bring out 
the distinctive style of a person. The four symbolic-phenomenological figures for the optical market and their 
characteristics are summarized in Figure_4. 
Figure 4: Phenomenology Applied to the Idea of Figure 
 
 
The conceptual map illustrated above − reflected in people's preferences (wearing different glasses 
according to the situation) − has helped to reorganize the products display in stores for one of the largest 
European retailers, moving away from the usual breakdown by price range (in fact a secondary decision made 
by customers within each symbolic offering), by brand (almost never the first reason, except for the more ‘tribal’ 
consumers) or by style such as fashion, classic, casual, urban and so on (a cliché used by all brands of clothing 
and accessories, and also evident in completely diverse sectors like automotive, cosmetics, and jewellery). 
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In the market of devices for listening to music, the idea (experience) around which the researchers operated 
was music itself (Figure_5). At the one end, it can certainly be stated that music can be conceived as hyper-
sound, critical and technical-cognitive attention, as testified by the still existing demand for analogical 
instruments or highly sophisticated music systems. At the other extreme, music is vitality, the soundtrack of life, 
and a manifestation of basic feelings: all the portable instruments since the legendary Walkman come from here 
(as well as the My-Fi, a small portable satellite radio conceptualized for Pioneer that came out from this study 
in 1995). Music, as a form of art, is also ecstasy where the body blends with sound (let us think about the once 
in a lifetime concert or the frenetic Saturday night music). Under this perspective, instruments need to provide 
the ultimate musical experience, as evidenced by the product line of companies like Bang & Olufsen. Finally, 
music is idiom, a worldwide form of expression extremely young and counter-cultural (e.g. Woodstock). 
Figure 5: Phenomenology Applied to the Idea of Music 
 
Next, the researchers looked at the idea of cuisine for the food industry (Figure_6). Cuisines, objectively 
so different from country to country (and sometimes from region to region), are all based on the same 
fundamental cooking procedures, which paradoxically make them the same everywhere. In fact, all cuisines 
produce mixtures (i.e. the intermediate results of handling ingredients); all rely on a variety of cuts (the creative 
hand of the cook); they all combine flavours (the 'ars combinatoria' of preparation) and make use of the many 
culinary processes. Figure_6 illustrates the analysis after which Buitoni started offering not only ready-made 
meals, but also intermediate solutions that the individual consumer could then finish, thus “aiding the cook who 
the company itself was creating” − their fundamental message in recent years. 
Figure 6: Phenomenology Applied to the Idea of Cuisine 
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A last example is the phenomenology of money − previously used to clarify the concept of 'eidetic reduction' 
− on which the multidimensionality of the banking industry is structured: its purposes, its handling of funds, its 
services and its symbolic profiles (Figure_7). In addition to the already mentioned code essence, the 'a priori in 
cash' (Sohn-Rethel, 1990), money is also a universal quantifier or 'pure instrument of objectification' (Simmel, 
1907/1989) and has become the most effective medium of exchange. It is also an absolute good because it 
can, in principle, turn into any other asset. Finally, it is a pure commodity, the product above all others and that 
is why we are paid in money − not only because it is the objectified value of labor (Marx, 1867/1977), but 
because 'merx' (goods) and 'merces' (pay) share the same linguistic anthropological basis.  
Because of these different experiences of money, the bank can be intended as an economic registry office. 
But also an operations centre where transactions are made, from paying bills to the sale of corporate giants. A 
bank is the money store, where money is bought and sold like any other commodity. Lastly, it is a safe for wealth, 
not only for its safety function, but also as guarantor of legitimacy (i.e. references from a bank). It is because of 
these symbolic conceptualizations of money that the bank has evolved in recent years with diverse offerings 
(e.g. private banking, home banking, asset management, etc.) and that ethical criticism and social expectations 
often confront the banking system more than any other sector. The general public perceives money to be the 
precondition of happiness hence the bank, its highest institution, should act jointly with the people and not just 
speculate or remain in the allegedly neutral role of intermediation. This sector study allows us to hope that one 
day the banking industry will become an all-round source of generative progress. 
Figure 7: Phenomenology Applied to the Idea of Money 
 
 
6. Guidelines for a Phenomenological-Existential Interpretation of Markets 
Given the five examples provided it should now be clearer that understanding the specific essences of 
every ‘experience of the world' with the same 'wonder' mentioned by Fink (1933) allows for a resetting of what 
is  'known' − and this is an economic, not just a humanistic necessity. Regardless of the market in which the 
phenomenological-existential method described is applied, three main theoretical implications transpire: 
business innovation in any industry starts from a recognition of its immanent imaginary world; a cultural theory 
of consumption outlines a sociology of the spirit; the value of a brand benefits from an existential engagement 
with people. 
 
6.1  Business Innovation Starting from the ‘Immanent’ Imaginary World of an Industry 
Innovation benefits from the universe of phenomenological-immanent meanings that reside in the offer 
itself. A scooter, as seen in the studied case, embodies one or another concept of movement. Such 
phenomenological-immanent meanings go beyond the more generic psychologically projected symbolism of 
pleasure, beauty, freedom, social success, and so on that are used across all industries to propel 
purchasing/consumption habits, but lose the symbolic specificity of each industry while reducing the consumer 
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to an appendix of his own purchases. Consumption itself and its symbolic background have been studied for 
many years – from Veblen (1899) up to present day (Alberoni, 1964; Foxall, 1994; Holbrook, 1999; Kahneman, 
2003; Ratneshwar, Mick & Huffman, 2000; Solomon Bamossy & Askegaard, 1999) − but it is now the industry 
itself to need its own symbolic specificity (riding a bike, eating a dish, listening to a soundtrack, etc.). This is why 
phenomenology can be more than just a methodology for the revival of markets, as it reveals their very 
physiology and rules of operation: knowingly or not, a scooter offers a certain idea of movement, a Hi-fi system 
reveals some idea of music, a culinary dish a certain idea of food, and so on. 
 
6.2  A Cultural Theory of Consumption Outlines a Sociology of the Spirit 
Spiritual Heritage − that set of historic perspectives, tradition of meanings, and imaginary currents in which 
we are all rooted and trained (Dewey, 1929/1958; Dilthey, 1959/1990; Hartmann, 1933; Hegel, 1830/1991) − 
pervades our lives and cannot be separated from us: "Nowhere may be an imaginary country, but News from 
Nowhere is real news" (Mumford 1922, p.24). Thus we should welcome a sociology of the spirit, a discipline 
that studies how meanings from the cultural tradition are practiced in everyday life (even when we are not aware 
of this).  
Spiritual tradition concerns humankind, hence represents a resource that is constantly available to each 
and every person, who in fact draws from this heritage to give meaning to what he/she does. John Dewey 
(1929/1958:219) said: “the whole history of science, arts and morals proves that the mind that appears in 
individuals is not as such individual mind. The former is in itself a system of belief, recognitions, and ignorances, 
of acceptances and rejections, of expectancies and appraisals of meanings which have been instituted under 
the influence of custom and tradition”. If we choose a Hi-fi system based on a certain idea of music − or in the 
functioning of a bank we see at work a concept of money, or if the idea of food is reflected in different dishes − 
then, for the transitive relation, we could go as far as saying that any product or service can be regarded as the 
incarnation of the spiritual tradition.   
The proposed sociology of the spirit, interested in investigating how culture is implicitly active in how 
markets behave, is a very different approach not only from the usual sociological way of studying how humans 
behave with regard to brands and consumption, but also from the sociology of culture (Benedict, 1934; Bourdieu, 
1979; Crane, 1994; De Certeau, 1988; Garfinkel, 1967; Kroeber & Kluckhohn, 1963; Morin, 1962) and the 
sociology of knowledge (Berger & Luckmann, 1966; Habermas, 1962/1991; Mannheim, 1936; Scheler, 
1925/1980; Stark, 1958). It avails itself of Cassirer’s theory of 'symbolic forms' (1923-1929/2010; 1944/1972) 
further developing the philosophy of culture, adding to language and the large domains of knowledge (e.g. 
science, religion, arts, history) also the countless symbolic 'ideas' noticeable in our regular lives: not just money 
(banking), movement (motorcycles), food (cuisine), music (sound systems) and figure (optical), as seen before, 
but also the ideas of future (insurance), beginnings (baby food), body (cleansers, creams, cosmetics), picture 
(TV, movies) home and living (detergents, domestic robotics), journey (tourism), and so on. And this 
consideration does not apply just to products and services, but is also applicable to the renowned targets of 
consumers, usually studied according to their socio-demographic and psycho-sociological attributes, and 
instead regarded here as people filled with a potential that results from existential questions: they too are 
'phenomena' to flush out and not simply targets to reach (Mancuso, 2005). 
 
6.3  The Value of the Brand through an Existential Engagement 
Man can appreciate the phenomenological quest (Jeanson, 1951) because he was first curious, then 
sapiens. How can we forget the famous Australopithecus from Stanley Kubrick (1968) movie "2001: A Space 
Odyssey"? He is driven away by the new dominant male and wanders initially lost. Then browsing here and 
there starts to play with a bone found on the ground: he touches it, explores it, throws it in the air, until − almost 
inadvertently and then more and more convinced and excited − he begins to use it as a weapon. Here is the 
birth of man! Findings and behavioral experimentation: these are the reasons the primate learns to use the bone 
in an unexpected way, rather than seeking the bone because he needs a weapon. The 'needs paradigm' − a 
concept widely present across human sciences − should be anthropologically revisited because man has always 
placed, so to speak, in brackets his own needs (Gehlen, 1956) to be engaged in experiencing and designing 
his own evolution: from fire, to the wheel, to the Copernican revolution, to land and space explorations, up to 
the latest inventions (Spinosa, Flores & Dreyfus, 1997). As that primate, even the advanced consumer may not 
know what he is looking for, but is very attentive about what he finds.  
Following the crisis of traditional brand values and a lack of needs, the phenomenological quest is an 
opportunity for companies to engage with customers in a way that is existential. In other words, the term 
engagement cannot merely suggest better customer relations or improved forms of participation (cooperation, 
co-production, prosumer, etc.) but must contain the cultural, existential, and human experience of people. Thus 
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the economic relationship is not simply described by the duo ‘company-consumers’, but by the trio companies-
culture-people (not 'consumers' because people are not projections of what they buy). 
 
7. Conclusions 
We have been living an illusion: that of a hyper-scientific marketing that should meticulously fathom reality, 
analyze markets down to the last details using sophisticated data processing techniques, and test every possible 
variable (consumers’ words, innovative ideas, product communication, benchmarking factors, etc.). This paper 
suggests that a firm's strategy should instead be filled with 'exploding' subjectivity and visions of the world 
because ‘knowing is to create images of the world’ (Bateson, 1972, Bateson, 1979). By definition, the knowledge 
required to fulfill such a mission does not seek to adjust to a reality that is given, but rather forces it. Managers 
and entrepreneurs must disengage themselves from what Dewey & Ratner (1940) called the 'spectator 
misinterpretation': taking part in a cognitive process as a spectator of the world, instead of being involved in the 
world itself through observation and manipulation.  
In accordance with the phenomenological perspective, which calls for an abstractive (from the reality as it 
is) as well as descriptive (the ‘pure’ object) process to help reveal the world in its authenticity, this paper 
proposed a phenomenological analysis of markets to help companies break free from the ‘known’ and to embark 
on a journey that may lead to new valid ideas. This is crucial for effective innovation because if it is true − 
paraphrasing Kant (1781/1998) – that ideas without products are empty, it is even more true that products 
without ideas are blind. The proposed approach aims to uncover the potential of each industry, a potential that 
is always present into the many folds of our imagination because of our cultural history, but at the same time it 
is also naturally hidden and therefore not always adequately exploited by the competition. In practical terms, 
the present essay applied the phenomenological method to five different scenarios, illustrating a process that 
could reveal the eidos of each offering, the pure phenomena that explain the imaginary world in which each 
industry competes. The case studies illustrated how the conscious identification of these building units (normally 
simply touched on or wrongly operationalized) can be extremely valuable for launching new products, 
redesigning old ones, transforming brands, reorganizing marketing departments, changing corporate strategies, 
etc. 
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